COMPLETED DSA 2022 CANDIDATE ENDORSEMENT
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SAQIB ALI

Basic information
1. Name:
Syed Saqib Ali.
2. Current Occupation (if applicable):
Software Engineer.
3. Party Affiliation:
Democrat.
4. Have you been a public servant before? What positions and when?
Yes. I was a Maryland State Delegate from Legislative District 39 from 2006 until
2010.
5. How long have you lived in your jurisdiction?
I have lived in the same house since 2004.
Until 2014 this house was in Legislative District 39.
Since then it is in Legislative District 15.
6. Which office are you seeking?
Maryland State Delegate from Legislative District 15.
7. Why are you seeking this office?
Because the 3 incumbent delegates are insufficiently progressive and I want to
make sure this district has more progressive representation in Annapolis.
8. Why are you soliciting Metro DC DSA’s endorsement for this office?
Because my political worldview aligns very closely with Metro DC DSA’s and I
would like their help getting elected.
9. Please list other significant endorsements you’ve received for this position or for prior
races:
In 2006 when I ran for Delegate I was endorsed by:
● MCEA
● Washington Post
In 2010 race for State Senate I was endorsed by:
● MCGEO
● Communications Workers of America
● Sierra Club
● League of Conservation Voters
In 2013 when I sought to be appointed to Delegate from District 15, I was endorsed
by:
● SEIU Local 500

DSA and democratic socialism
1.

Are you a member of DSA? If not, would you join? Why or why not?
Yes, I am a member of DSA.

2.

How does the campaign you are planning and the office that you are considering relate
to your theory of social change?
I have been a progressive political activist in Montgomery County, MD for
decades. There are many state-level progressive reforms that are needed.
However the incumbent Delegates from District 15 have shown little interest in
expending their political capital to advocate for these changes. The District 15
delegation has the reputation of being the most conservative in all of Montgomery
County. Legislators who are willing to push the envelope of what is possible in
Annapolis are needed. I will be just such a Delegate. I have the track record to
prove it.

3.

Do you identify as a democratic socialist? Why?
Yes. I identify as such because that’s what I am.
I am a staunch advocate for Medicare for All, forgiving student debt, free college
tuition at public universities, freedom & equality for Palestinians, LGBTQ rights,
taxing the very wealthy to pay for social programs, the Green New Deal, statehood
for DC, a federal $15 minimum wage, a woman’s right to chose, opposition to
American imperialism and a whole host of other issues that are closely associated
with Democratic Socialism. This is why I supported Bernie Sanders’ run for
President in 2016 and 2020.

4.

Are you willing to run publicly as a democratic socialist? [Yes/No]
Yes.

5.

Will you be willing to run with other DSA-endorsed candidates as a slate? [Yes/No]
Yes.

6.

Will you publicize DSA’s endorsement? [Yes/No]
Yes. Emphatically so.

7.

Will you pledge not to take any campaign contributions from for-profit corporations or
for-profit corporate PACs? [Yes/No]
I have already been campaigning for over one full year. In the most recent
campaign finance disclosure (January 13, 2021), I reported that I had raised
$49,845.23 from 370 separate donations. Out of these 370 donations, only four
donations totalling $1000 were from for-profit corporations. All four donations
were from minority-owned small businesses. These businesses were: a daycare, a
tax-consultancy, a civil engineering firm and a real-estate brokerage firm (not a

real-estate developer). Since that disclosure, the only business donation I have
taken is a single check for $100 from another minority-owned daycare.
The reason I took these donations was because there was never any indication
that anyone would ask me to forgo them. But I pledge not to take any campaign
contributions from for-profit corporations for the remainder of this campaign.
8.

Will you pledge not to take any campaign contributions from real estate developers,
corporate lobbyists, and landlords? [Yes/No]
Yes. If I’m aware that anyone falls into those categories, I pledge not to take
campaign contributions from them during this campaign.

9.

Will you pledge not to take any campaign contributions or endorsements from
organizations in the carceral system (such as law enforcement unions)? [Yes/No]
I pledge not to take campaign contributions or endorsements from organizations
which have majority of their members in the carcereal system. MCGEO represents
the Takoma Park Police force. But the majority of their members are
non-carcereal. So I will seek their endorsement and contributions.

10.

Are you open to working with DSA when developing your platform? [Yes/No]
Yes. Of course. I would welcome it.

11.

Will you allow Metro DC DSA to create campaign materials to distribute during its work
on your campaign? [Yes/No]
Yes. I hope they will.

12.

DSA has a large and active volunteer base. Will you support DSA training our own
volunteers, running our own canvases, and campaigning openly as DSA members?
[Yes/No]
Yes.

13.

Will you allow DSA to collaborate with you on your field plan and program? [Yes/No]
Yes.

14.

Will you allow DSA to keep copies of all data we collect through voter contact, if legal in
your jurisdiction? [Yes/No]
Yes.

Goals of your campaign
15.

What is your estimated number of votes needed to win?
I cannot be sure at this time because I don’t know how many candidates will be
running for the three Delegate seats from Legislative District 15. Two of the
incumbents have announced their intention to run for re-election (Delegates Qi &
Frasier-Hidalgo). However, Delegate Dumais, is currently seeking an appointment
to judgeship and may resign early, in which case the Montgomery County
Democratic Central Committee will appoint a replacement. I will certainly seek the
MCDCC appointment if an early vacancy arose.

16.

What are your plans, beyond what Metro DC DSA can bring to the table, for obtaining
the number of votes needed to win?
This is a very complex question that I could write pages and pages about.
But the reality is that at this time, I cannot be exactly certain how I will achieve the
votes needed because there are still too many unknown variables. The district
borders will change and the candidate field may change. I might even be
redistricted into another district (as I was after the 2010 election). Once these
factors are set in stone, then I will choose between the strategies that I have
contingently planned.
In meantime, I will continue to do all the things necessary to make me a strong
candidate regardless of how the other variables shake out:
●
●
●
●
●

Meeting as many people in-person as possible.
Raising as much money as possible.
Collecting as many email addresses as possible.
Posting messages on social media that attract the most engagement
possible.
Getting endorsements from elected officials and political organizations

I am already very actively doing all of the above things. And the intensity of these
activities will only increase as June 28th draws nearer. (continued on next page)

My warchest is already larger than one of incumbents’ and just slightly smaller
than the other twos’:
Cash on
1/8/2020

Hand

on

Cash on
1/13/2021

Delegate Kathleen Dumais

$22,207.45

$45,070.80

Delegate David Fraser-Hidalgo

$15,702.04

$28,986.50

Delegate Lily Qi

$29,737.89

$45,764.25

Saqib Ali

-$790.81

$42,214.70

Hand

on

I will conserve this warchest by spending very frugally, relying on volunteers
wherever possible and deferring expenditures. I will grow this warchest the same
way I have been growing it until now: by going out physically meeting new people
at political activist events, establishing relationships with them and then asking
them to donate. I will use money that I raise to send out more email and paper
solicitations. Such solicitations will emphasize my main campaign message: That
District 15 needs at least one progressive Delegate.

17.

What are the issues that will distinguish you from other candidates? How are those
issues popular with the electorate?
○ If you are challenging an incumbent, what distinguishes you from the incumbent?
Why would you be an improvement over the incumbent?
As mentioned earlier, we don’t yet know the entire candidate field. However
I’m more outspoken and further to left than all three incumbents on the the
need for police reform, racial justice and a stronger safety net.

18.

How much money will you need to successfully compete in this race and what is your
plan to raise it?
If I have to defeat an incumbent, I estimate it will take at least $100,000.
If I’m not trying to defeat an incumbent, then it would take considerably less.
As of January 13 2021, I had already banked over $42,000. That number has grown
since then.
I will solicit the large list of donors that I have assembled through all my previous
campaigns over many years.

19.

What relationships do you have in your district that could form a base of support, through
activism, organizing, work or personal networks?
I am well known in the Democratic Party and amongst the population as a whole
because I am a former elected official. I have campaigned in many elections. I
have lived in Montgomery County for 30 years during which time I attended
college, worked multiple jobs and advocated progressive policies. These deep
roots mean I know a great number of people and they know me. The people I have
established personal relationships over the decades form the base of my political
support.
Additionally, since I’m the only Muslim ever elected to public office in Montgomery
County, I’m well known and highly respected within the local Pakistani,
Bangladeshi, Arab and Muslim communities. Combined, these communities have
substantial size, and capacity for political donations.
Finally, I’ve always had a reputation as an outspoken progressive. Fellow
supporters of Senator Bernie Sanders and like-minded groups such as Our
Revolution are likely supporters.

20.

What endorsements do you have from elected officials, political organizations, unions
and community leaders? What other endorsements are you seeking and why?
I do not yet have any such endorsements because I have only started seeking
endorsements. Metro DC DSA’s questionnaire is the first one I have completed. I
will seek endorsements from MCGEO, MCEA, LIUNA, Amalgamated Transit Union
and any other labor unions other than Friends of Police. I will seek endorsements
from any local elected officials.

21.

How will you use your campaign to build Metro DC DSA? Democratic socialism in
DC/Maryland/Virginia?
○ If I feel confident about winning as the election draws near, I will donate
excess campaign funds to other Democratic Socialist candidates in the DC
Metro area.
○ I will form unofficial “slates” with other Democratic Socialist candidates
whose jurisdictions overlap with District 15 and pool campaign workers.

22.

How do you strike the balance between your positions as a socialist and your ability to
appeal to the broader electorate?
Striking such a balance is not difficult. Because once the positions of Democratic
Socialism are properly explained to the electorate, most people find them
appealing. For example paying a little bit more in taxes, but far less in health
insurance premiums and copays makes eminent sense to most reasonable
people. So I will clearly explain my positions through a campaign of public
communication.

Goals in office
23.

Would you be open to having DSA members as staff in policy positions and/or to
collaborating with our working groups on policy?
Yes, of course.

24.

Will you agree to appear periodically at DSA meetings in your district?
Certainly. This would be a privilege and I have already attended DSA meetings in
my area.

25.

Will you endorse and campaign for other DSA endorsed candidates in the future?
Yes.

26.

How will you use your office, if elected, to build socialism and working class power?
○ I will publicly side with workers over employers.
○ I will support organized labor’s legislative priorities.
○ I will support their labor actions by picketting with them and publicizing my
involvement on social media.

27.

If elected, what are your top 3 priorities?
○ Moving Maryland towards a fossil-fuel free future
○ Repealing existing laws & preventing new laws that effectively criminalize
poverty and/or Blackness (ex: legalizing marijuana)
○ Repealing racist Maryland laws that apply permanent sanctions on certain
foreign countries regardless of those country’s behavior (ex: The 2008
Divestiture from Iran & Sudan Act)

28.

How will you implement those priorities, given that you will likely face opposition from
other elected officials?
I will work to reduce and neutralize this opposition by supporting their advocacy
efforts in other areas where we agree in exchange for reducing their opposition.
Sometimes -- and only if necessary -- I will use legislative manuevers on their
priorities to coerce their support for mine.

Questions for incumbents
1. Tell us about a success/political win you championed/led that created material
wins/improved conditions for the working class in your district?
2. What obstacles did you face in office and how do you plan to address these obstacles if
re-elected?

Metro DC DSA Priorities
In February 2021, Metro DC DSA voted to approve four priority campaigns: Defund MPD,
Stomp Out Slumlords (housing justice), Green New Deal and Labor. These priorities are subject
to annual changes.
Defunding MPD and abolition
MDC DSA’s Defund MPD Working Group is organizing in coalition with Black-led and racial
justice organizations to defund the D.C. Metropolitan Police Department, remove police from
schools, and free our neighbors from occupation and incarceration as a path towards abolition
— a world without cops and prisons. As part of our vision for racial and economic justice, we
demand that the funding removed from police and prisons be reinvested in real public safety:
housing, schools, jobs, healthcare and mental health services, community-based support
programs, violence interruption, and other public goods and services. This aspiration is a core
part of our vision of socialism.
MDC DSA has endorsed the demands of the Defund MPD coalition, including reducing funding
for MPD by 50% over the next three years. In Montgomery County, MD, Metro DC DSA
participates in the Defund and Reinvest Coalition (see demands here)
1. Do you support defunding the police in your jurisdiction? Why?
I believe we should re-allocate funding away from policing towards other social
programs that will reduce the need for policing. For example investing in mental
health early intervention programs will reduce violent crimes.
2. What actions would you take in office to shift power away from the police?
I will introduce a bill to force all police departments in Maryland to publicly
disclose what training their officers undergo to find out if they are training
overseas. I will also introduce a bill to require police departments to report
information about all their interactions with the public aggregated by race and
age. Without proper data -- which we don’t currently have -- we can’t know about
or cure police excesses.
3. What actions would you take in office to end mass incarceration?
● I will introduce a bill to ban privately-run prisons in Maryland.
● I will introduce a bill to ban charging children as adults in Maryland.
● I will introduce (or co-sponsor) a bill to legalize recreational-use marijuana
in Maryland.

4. Do you support removing school resource officers from schools?
Yes. I strongly support removing school resource officers from schools.
I have listed this issue as part of my platform published on my campaign website
for over a year: “Counsellors not Cops: We need to break up the school-to-prison
pipeline that treats many of our students as criminals. Instead of police (known as
Student Resource Officers) in our schools, we need counsellors who can help
students overcome their behavioural difficulties.”

On June 6, 2021, I marched with high-school boys and girls in Takoma Park to
demand SROs be removed from MCPS. You can see photos and videos of that
event here.

5. Many local police departments participate in training with Israeli military and/or police in
what opponents of such programs call the “Deadly Exchange,” furthering practices of
surveillance, militarization and racist violence and policing. Would you support ending
these police exchanges?
Yes, absolutely.
Israel uses Apartheid-like tactics to subjugate Palestinians. The Israeli police use
widespread racial profiling, spying and biometric surveillance as weapons against
Palestinians. There is no place for these tactics in American police departments.
I have already spent many hours (unsuccessfully) lobbying County Executive
Marc Elrich to tell me in writing if Montgomery County Police train in Israel and
urging him to stop them if they do. He simply ignores my entreaties.
6. Which demands of the Defund MPD coalition do you support? Why?
I support all of the demands. They would lead to more faireness, less oppression
and more justice in our criminal justice system.
7. Do you disagree with the ideas behind the demands of the Defund MPD coalition? Why?
See answer to question #6.

Stomp Out Slumlords and housing justice
Stomp Out Slumlords (SOS) fights evictions and supports tenant organizing throughout the
Washington metro area. The group began in 2017 as an effort to canvas tenants threatened
with eviction to educate them about their rights and encourage them to defend themselves in
court. Since then, SOS has gradually focused more and more on organizing tenant unions and
going on the offensive to demand concessions from major landlords and developers.
During the pandemic, SOS committed to the movement to cancel rent and expanded their
organizing efforts into more than 25 buildings in and around DC and supported rent strikes in
most of them. Since the spring 2020, they have mobilized hundreds of people to protest
politicians and landlords and stop illegal evictions through direct action.
SOS is now one of the largest and most militant tenant organizations in the region, and they
have won rent forgiveness plans from big developers and played an important role in getting
and defending some of the nation’s strongest emergency tenant protections.
Metro DC DSA is also a member of the Reclaim Rent Control coalition, which seeks to expand
and strengthen current rent control laws in DC.
1. Do you believe guaranteed housing is a human right?
Yes.
2. What steps would you take to expand renter protections in your jurisdiction?
I am fully supportive of Montgomery County Councilman Will Jawando’s bill 30-21
to limit rent increases while the pandemic is ongoing. On September 13, 2021, I
attended a press conference in support of this bill. And I will continue to support it
and urge its passage.

3. What steps would you take to expand rent control in your jurisdiction?
I will co-sponsor any state-level bills for rent control in Maryland and I will verbally
endorse any county-level bills for rent control in Montgomery County.
4. What will you do to increase affordable housing in your jurisdiction?
I will endorse and full-throatedly support a candidate for Montgomery County
Executive who is not anti-housing.
I will also urge the passage of the plan Thrive 2050 which packs in higher density
near transit hubs, makes more walkable/bikable neighborhoods and will cause
more single family homes to be replaced by duplexes, triplexes and appartments.
The more “missing middle” options people have, the less housing prices will
accelerate.
5. Do you support ending exclusionary zoning?
Yes. We should eliminate zoning that allows only single family homes to be built in
some neighborhoods. Some other jurisdictions have already done.
One consequence of such zoning is to exacerbate the housing shortage which
causes housing prices to rise unaffordably. We see this happening in Montgomery
County and many other jurisdictions. Rising house prices benefit incumbent
homeowners but harm people who are trying to buy their first homes -disproportionately younger, less wealthy and less white populations.
Single-family-only zoning contributes to wealth being passed from one generation
to the next thus increasing the gap between the wealthy and non-wealthy over the
long run.

Green New Deal
Metro DC DSA’s Green New Deal campaign organizes to fight the existential crisis of
capitalist-driven climate change and environmental racism in the DMV area.
As a grassroots movement, they build and exercise power through labor and tenant unions,
electoral campaigns, diverse coalition-building, political education, and policy change. Their
vision is to decommodify and guarantee human needs, democratize and decarbonize the
economy by 2030, and repair the generational effects of oppression and displacement of Black,
Indigenous, and people of color.
Metro DC DSA is a member of the We Power DC (WPDC) coalition. WPDC’s goal is to replace
Pepco with a democratically-run municipal utility rooted in the principles of energy democracy.
This coalition launched in October 2019 as the #NoPepcoPledge, which asked DC Council
candidates to reject donations from Pepco and support a feasibility study on alternative utility
models. The group’s current demands include utility debt forgiveness, a permanent ban on utility
shut offs and union wages for all Pepco contractors.
1. Do you support municipalizing utilities in your jurisdiction? Why or why not?
Yes. When utilities are privately owned, their top priority is profitability.
High-quality service, responsiveness and reducing greenhouse gas emissions
take a back-seat to making money. Public power utilities offer local control and
commitment, public accountability, low rates, and responsive customer
service to the communities they serve.

The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power has provided municipal
utilities to the city of Los Angeles since 1917 and currently serves over 4
million residents. If Los Angeles can do it, so can Maryland.
2. Do you support ending utility shut offs and forgiving utility debt in your jurisdiction? Why
or why not?
Yes. When utilities are shut off, residents are forced to leave their homes and
move in with friends/family. Doing so increases the risk of spreading COVID-19.
Studies have shown that the moratoria on utility shutoffs prevented hundreds of
thousands of COVID-19 cases. The pandemic has not ended. So shut-offs should
be banned and utility debt should be forgiven.
3. Will you accept donations from energy utilities?
No.
4. What steps should your jurisdiction take to decarbonize the economy by 2030? How will
you ensure that this happens?
I will insist that Maryland accelerate it’s current goal of net-zero carbon emissions
from 2045 to 2030. I will support bills that will drastically reduce gasoline-burning

vehicles -- by preventing road building, by incentivizing electrification of our
vehicle fleet, by incentivizing rooftop and terrestrial solar panels, by shifting as
many workers as possible to teleworking, by incentivizing mass transit and by
accelerating the switch from coal-burning power-plants to renewables.
All these things need to be done at the same time and with great urgency.
Human-caused global warming is an existential emergency and I will throw the
kitchen sink at this problem.

Labor
The Labor Working Group organizes with workers, including DSA members, from across the
region to fight bad bosses, build new unions, and turn out for solidarity actions. Organizing the
working class in their workplaces, whether through traditional collective bargaining and unions
or other types of organizations, is central to socialist thought and practice. Especially here in the
DMV, unions are diverse working-class organizations that build multi-racial solidarity through
collective action for community transformation.
1. How will you support public sector unions in your jurisdiction?
I will always vote in favor of workers.
Recently, on 9/22/2021, I picketed with International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees workers outside Strathmore Hall in Bethesda while wearing a DSA
vest. I will continue to picket with these workers every month.

2. How will you expand union density in the DC area?
Using my background in software, I will advise Unions how to increase their
membership by using advanced technologies that live on each person’s cell
phone. Many of these technologies have already revolutionized the way politicians
campaign for elections in modern era. Now we have to encourage unions to adopt
them too (if they haven’t already).
3. How will you support collective bargaining and the right to strike in your jurisdiction?
See answer to question #1 above.
4. Do you support increasing the minimum wage in your jurisdiction?
Yes. Montgomery County’s minimum wage is set to $15/hour for large employers. I
would like to see this number pegged to inflation so that it rises automatically as
inflation increases. I will also push to make $15/hour the statewide minimum
wage.

Other issues
Palestine
In 2017, the Democratic Socialists of America adopted a resolution at its national convention in
support of Palestinian civil society’s call for a global Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS)
movement until Israel ends its illegal colonization of Palestinian lands, ensures equal rights for
Palestinians living within Israel, and guarantees the right of Palestinian refugees to return to
their homes.
Maryland Governor Larry Hogan issued an executive order in 2017 prohibiting executive
agencies from entering into procurement contracts with business entities that engage in
boycotts of Israel or territories occupied by Israel. The Maryland General Assembly has also
debated and passed bills declaring that it is the policy of the state to oppose public institutions’
support for boycotts for Palestinian rights.
In 2016, Virginia lawmakers passed a non-binding resolution that officially condemns boycotts
for Palestinian rights. Two other measures, which would have become binding laws, have failed.
These measures include a 2016 anti-boycott bill and a 2017 effort to redefine antisemitism
under Virginia’s antidiscrimination law to include advocacy for Palestinian rights.
Metro DC DSA expects that any endorsed candidates and public official would oppose anti-BDS
legislation and vocally support Palestinian rights.
1. Do you support the Palestinian call for Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) to
pressure Israel until it complies with international law by ending the occupation,
instituting equal rights for its Palestinian citizens and respecting Palestinian refugees’
right to return? [Yes/No]
Yes. I am currently boycotting Saudi Arabia, Israel, Egypt, North Korea, Burma and
other countries because of their poor human rights records.
Would you like to expand on your answer?
I am quite literally the most prominent activist for Palestinian Human Rights in
Maryland. Over the past several years, I have accumulated a large body of work
opposing the Israeli occupation and settlements. I am currently suing Governor
Hogan in Federal Court for violating my constitutional rights through his anti-BDS
executive order. My lawsuit was wrongly dismissed in Federal District Court due
to standing issues. We appealed it to the 4th Federal Circuit Court where It is now
pending. We expect to present oral arguments there in December of 2021.

I led the successful effort to block now-Senator Benjamin Kramer’s anti-BDS bill
(HB 949) in 2017. It is only because this bill was blocked in the legislature that
Governor Hogan passed his executive order to achieve the same unconstitutional
goals.
Supporters of the occupation have heaped criticism on me for opposing
Hogan/Kramer’s anti-BDS legislation and standing up for Palestinian Human
Rights. I have been falsely villified as an antisemite, a supporter of terrorists and
un-American. But nothing could be further from the truth. I’m simply standing up
for human rights in Palestine as I do for people in USA, India, Russia and so many
other countries.
I am very confident that no other candidate running for public office in Maryland,
DC or Virginia can claim such a strong record advocating for equal rights for all
people living between the Jordan River and the Mediterranean Sea as I can.
I am unique amongst other figures in the Maryland Democratic Party in that I am
intellectually equipped with deep knowledge about the Israel/Palestine conflict.
And I am confident enough to vigorously/convincingly argue against efforts by
some of our elected officials to codify support in American law for the occupation
and settlements. I have done so frequently in many different public forums. Even
people who completely disagree with me have admired my integrity, honesty and
tenacity.

2. Do you pledge to refrain from accepting any invitation from the Israeli government or
participating in any event sponsored by it, until it fully complies with its obligations under
international law? [Yes/No]
Yes.
Would you like to expand on your answer?
I believe Israeli-government sponsored trips by American politicians are designed
-- as any government’s sponsored trips would be -- to burnish that government’s
image. One way Israel does so is by obfuscating the harsh reality of Palestinians’
lives under the occupation. So I would not accept such an invitation from any
government -- including Israel’s.
In any case, I am banned by Israeli law from entering Israel or any part of
Occupied Palestine because of my activity opposing the occupation and
settlements. Congresswomen Ilhan Omar and Rashida Tlaib were banned from
visiting under the same Israeli law.
3. Do you pledge to oppose any official adoption of a redefinition of antisemitism to include
opposition to Israel's policies or legal system, or support for non-violent measures meant
to press for changes in Israeli policies or laws? [Yes/No]
Yes
Would you like to expand on your answer?
Anti Semitism is a very serious and deadly problem in America and throughout
the world. I will continue to fight it with every fiber in my body.
However redefining opposition to Israel’s occupation and settlement enterprise as
antisemitism is a crass misapplication of this term. It is designed to silence
legitimate criticism of violations of Human Rights and International Law.
Notably Kenneth Stern, the author of International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance’s
redefinition of antisemitism, says that “Rightwing Jews are weaponizing it” to
silence criticism of Israel. We should heed his words.
4. Do you oppose state legislative and executive efforts that penalize individuals,
universities and entities that boycott Israel? [Yes/No]
Yes.
Would you like to expand on your answer?
I am one of those people currently being penalized. I am fighting this penalty in
Federal Court. I led the successful effort in 2014 to block now-Senator Ben
Kramer’s bill to defund UMBC because it employs professors who are members of
the American Studies Association (which endorsed BDS). Sadly, one of incumbent
Delegates from District 15 -- David Frasier-Hidalgo -- was a co-sponsor of that
terrible bill.

Racial justice
1. How would you use your office to combat racism in the educational system?
Money matters in education, with multiple studies showing that increasing
funding improves outcomes while cuts hurt them. Black, Indigenous, and other
non-Black students of color attend schools that are statistically more likely to be
under-resourced, outdated, and in many cases hazardous to their health.
I will support legislation that shifts funding from schools that are over-resourced
to schools that are under-resourced even if that means moving money from
Montgomery & Howard Counties to Baltimore City, Prince George’s County and
other jurisdiction’s in need.
2. How would you address racism in access to employment and the racial wealth gap?
I will introduce a bill that incentivizes hiring companies engage in “blind hiring”.
Ie: redacting the names of job applicants and the schools they attended.

Health justice
1. Do you believe that healthcare is a human right? What actions would you take to support
universal healthcare?
Yes, I believe healthcare, housing and education (pre-school through
undergraduate) are all human rights.
We need nothing less than single payer healthcare that doesn’t depend on one’s
employment. This coverage must include full vision, dental, mental health and
prescription coverage with no copays. It can be paid for by taxing the enormously
wealthy people and companies that dominate Wall Street.
During my previous stint as state Delegate, I co-sponsored Maryland’s
single-payer healthcare bill: HB400/2007 & HB1125/2008. I will do so again.
However, I will also use my position to lobby/cajole/bird-dog/criticize our Members
of Congress until they embrace this policy. So far, Congressman Trone and
Senator Cardin have not supported Medicare For All as far as I know. If they
continue to be unsupportive, I will support Democratic primary challengers
against them.
2. How would you support ending medical debt?
Medical debt can only be effectively addressed at the federal level. And it will
require large, progressive majorities in the US House and Senate. I will publicly
urge my Congressman and US Senators to cancel medical debt and reform
bankruptcy protections to provide relief from outrageously high medical bills.
Medical debt shouldn’t even exist in the first place because we should have
single-payer government provided healthcare!
3. How would you support expanding abortion rights?
In Maryland abortion rights are safe for the forseaeabl future. However in other
states and in the Supreme Court, they are not. The best way to protect and expand
abortion rights is to:
● Urge Joe Biden and Members of Congress to expand the Supreme Court
from 9 to 13 judges.
● Elect more Democrats to Congress in 2022 and re-elect Joe Biden in 2024. I
will urge my supporters to join me in volunteering efforts to do both.

Migrant justice
1. Do you support classifying and publicly announcing your jurisdiction as a sanctuary for
undocumented immigrants?
Montgomery County already effectively is a sanctuary county.
I support aligning Maryland’s policy’s with Montgomery County’s.

2. Do you support the unconditional abolition of the Immigration and Customs Enforcement
Agency (ICE)?
Yes.
3. Do you support prohibiting local law enforcement from cooperating with ICE or
participating in deportation activities?
Yes. I have always supported such a prohibition. I was on record back in 2006
saying so.
My parents are immigrants to this country from Pakistan. I find it truly obscene
that those of us who are descendants of immigrants (ie: everyone) would try to
pull the ladder up on people coming after us. Foreigners are no different than
Americans except that we are blessed by chance to be born in a wealthy country.
We should spread this blessing, not hoard it.
4. Will you oppose the operation of any migrant detention facility in your jurisdiction
(whether run by ICE, another government agency, or privately run), and oppose the
transfer of any migrants in your jurisdiction to such facilities?
Yes. Delegate Vaughn Stewart’s bill already would do this. I strongly support
overriding Governor Hogan’s veto to make this bill law.

